اﻋﻮذ ﺑﺎﷲ ﻣﻦ اﻟﺸﻴﻄﻦ اﻟﺮﺟﻴﻢ
ﺑﺴﻢ اﷲ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ اﻟﺮﺣﻴﻢ
I seek refuge in God from satan the rejected
In the Name of God ,Most Gracious Most Merciful

Strange words in quran

1.

Word Nonaji

God has embedded marvel order of Noon in Quran.For example has spelled some
words different in some places.
We know that there are 133 (19*7) verses that have pattern DblNoon () ﻧﻦ. (for
more details refer to previous posts).
Now let study verse 21:88,
1-1In this verse word Nonaji has spelled as "( "ﻧﺠﻲwith one Noon) not "( "ﻧﻨﺠﻲwith
DblNoon).This is very interesting point.Because this protect 133 verses that have
DblNoon.And in the below we see that god confirm it by another notes on verse.

[٢١:٨٨] We responded to him, and saved him from the crisis; we thus save the
believers.

1-2It is interesting that this verse has 7 Noon.
1-3And gv of verse is 2983 (19*157) !!!
1-4And has 38 (19*2) letters
1-5Digit sum of verse 21:88 is 19 (2+1+8+8)!!!

2.

Eliaseen

God has mentioned some word strangely in Quran.Because God want wake up us
for searching more details about mathematical relation in Quran.One of words
that has mentioned strange in Quran is word Eliaseen ()ال ﻳﺎﺳﻴﻦ.(Eliaseen or
Elias is one of prophets.)God has mentioned Eliaseen ( )ال ﻳﺎﺳﻴﻦinstead of Elias
( )اﻟﻴﺎسin verse 37:130 with two letter more than Elias.
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[ ﺳﻠﻢ ﻋﻠﻰ ال ﻳﺎﺳﻴﻦ٣٧:١٣٠]
[٣٧:١٣٠]Peace be upon Elias, and all those like Elias.
Now we see why God has mentioned word Elias strange in this verse.
2-1Verse 37:130 starts with Sin and ends with Noon.Now consider all verses that
starts with Sin and ends with Noon.It is interesting that in such state we have 19
verses.
Those 19 verses:
<=============>
[3:151],[5:42],[6:148],[7:146],[7:177],[9:95]
,[23:85],[23:87],[23:89],[24:1],[36:36],[37:79]
,[37:120],[37:130],[37:159],[37:180],[43:82],
[55:31],[63:6]
<=============>
2-2God has mentioned the word Elias 7 verse before as Elias not Eliaseen in verse
37:123.
[37:123] وان اﻟﻴﺎس ﻟﻤﻦ اﻟﻤﺮﺳﻠﻴﻦ
[37:123] Elias was one of the messengers.
2-3We know that initial Ya-Sin has important role in Quran.Verse 37:130 has 3 Ya
and 2 Sin.Now consider all verses that have 3 Ya and 2 Sin.It is intersting that in
such state we have 114 (19*6) verses.
Those 114 verses:
<=============>
[2:65],[2:112],[2:119],[2:199],[2:223],[2:280],
[3:12],[3:162],[4:4],[4:5],[4:130],[4:148],[6:5]
,[6:43],[6:44],[6:62],[7:42],[7:56],[7:96],
[7:133],[7:168],[7:177],[7:192],[8:59],[8:61],
[9:41],[9:50],[9:54],[9:112],[9:125],[10:30],
[10:38],[10:42],[11:21],[11:77],[11:82],[12:29]
,[12:34],[12:73],[15:11],[15:32],[15:74],[15:85]
,[16:1],[16:10],[16:62],[16:88],[17:100],[18:6],
[18:25],[19:51],[19:54],[20:21],[20:36],[20:57]
,[20:134],[21:3],[21:23],[21:43],[21:85],
[21:101],[22:47],[23:62],[23:110],[25:33],
[25:37],[26:6],[26:156],[27:5],[27:17],[27:72],
[28:55],[29:2],[29:34],[30:53],[31:25],[32:7],
[32:9],[32:14],[32:27],[33:62],[33:72],[34:11],
[34:34],[36:14],[36:67],[37:130],[38:10],[38:48]
,[40:64],[41:33],[43:19],[43:37],[43:85],[46:3],
[47:22],[48:13],[51:47],[53:40],[55:39],[57:1],
[63:1],[63:2],[67:16],[72:13],[72:16],[72:23],
[76:2],[76:17],[76:26],[77:27],[79:35],[83:2],[87:8]
<=============>
2-4-
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It is inetersting that word Elias has mentioned 3 times in Quran. (6:85 and
37:123 and 37:130)
If we sum sura numbers and verse numbers of this 3 verses then :

6+85+37+123+37+130 =418 (19*22)
This is another sign to show us that why god has mentioned one word in two
forms.One of reasons is equalization of mathematical relation in Quran.May
this point has many other reasons but we don't know it now and at future would
be discovered.god be glorified! God is knower of all things.We don't know many
things about Quran yet.Human are going to pass his childhood knowledges of
Quran yet.

3.

Zan-Noon

Lettr Noon is 14th initial letter and 14th letter in abjad system.Initial NuN must be
written with Dblnoon and one Waw.ZanNoon has mentioned in Verse 21:87
[21:87] And Zan-Noon (Jonah, "the one with an `N' in his name"), abandoned
his mission in protest, thinking that we could not control him. He ended up
imploring from the darkness (of the big fish's belly): "There is no god other than
You. Be You glorified. I have committed a gross sin".

[21:87]
وذا اﻟﻨﻮن اذ ذهﺐ ﻣﻐﻀﺒﺎ ﻓﻈﻦ ان ﻟﻦ ﻧﻘﺪر ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻓﻨﺎدي ﻓﻲ اﻟﻈﻠﻤﺖ ان ﻻ اﻟﻪ
اﻻ اﻧﺖ ﺳﺒﺤﻨﻚ اﻧﻲ آﻨﺖ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻈﻠﻤﻴﻦ
3-1It has 14 Noon
3-2It has 79 letter
( 79 is total count of initial letter )
3-3It has 21 (3*7) letter without repetition
{ }ن ي م ل ظ ا ت ك ح ب س ﻩ ف د ع ر ق ض غ ذ و
3-4The number of key letter in it is 19
{ }ن ي م ل ا ت ك ح ب س ﻩ د ع ر ق ض غ ذ و
3-5The number of allah letter ( )ا ل ﻩis 28 (14*2 )

4.

Zan-Noon and Nun

If we consider all verses between verse 21:87 (the verse that Zan-Noon has
mentioned) and verse 68:1 (the verse that Initial Noon has mentioned).
[ وذا اﻟﻨﻮن اذ ذهﺐ ﻣﻐﻀﺒﺎ ﻓﻈﻦ ان ﻟﻦ ﻧﻘﺪر ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻓﻨﺎدى ﻓﻲ اﻟﻈﻠﻤﺖ ان ﻻ اﻟﻪ اﻻ٢١:٨٧]
اﻧﺖ ﺳﺒﺤﻨﻚ اﻧﻲ آﻨﺖ ﻣﻦ اﻟﻈﻠﻤﻴﻦ
[٢١:٨٧]And Zan-Noon (Jonah, "the one with an `N' in his name"),
abandoned his mission in protest, thinking that we could not control him.
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He ended up imploring from the darkness (of the big fish's belly): "There
is no god other than You. Be You glorified. I have committed a gross sin".
[ ﻧﻮن واﻟﻘﻠﻢ وﻣﺎ ﻳﺴﻄﺮون۶٨:١]
[۶٨:١] NuN, the pen, and what they (the people) write*.
4-14-1-1There are 95 (5*19) verses that exists pattern Nun(  ) ﻧﻮنin them.
4-1-2There are 98 ( 14*7) pattern Nun ( ) ﻧﻮنin these 95 verses.
4-1-3The number of verse numbers of these 95 suras without repetition is 57
(3*19).
Those 95 verses :
<=============>
[23:1],[23:44],[23:58],[23:74],[24:2],[24:12],
[24:31],[24:62],[25:68],[26:27],[26:88],
[26:128],[26:201],[27:3],[27:4],[27:25],
[27:47],[27:74],[27:82],[27:86],[27:89],[28:3],
[28:52],[28:69],[28:72],[29:2],[29:24],
[29:47],[29:51],[29:67],[30:4],[30:37],[30:60],
[31:4],[32:12],[32:24],[33:10],[33:11],[33:22],
[34:8],[34:37],[34:41],[36:7],[36:10],[36:76],
[37:36],[37:49],[37:53],[37:149],[39:45],
[39:52],[39:61],[40:7],[40:47],[40:59],[41:8],
[41:44],[42:18],[43:68],[43:88],[44:12],
[44:14],[45:4],[45:6],[45:20],[45:24],[46:13]
,[48:12],[48:25],[49:10],[49:15],[49:17],
[51:13],[51:39],[51:52],[52:24],[52:29],[52:30]
,[52:33],[52:36],[52:39],[53:27],[54:9],[56:23]
,[56:58],[56:78],[56:81],[57:8],[58:10],[58:22]
,[60:11],[61:11],[62:7],[64:4],[64:13]
<=============>
4-24-2-1There are 49 (7*7) verses that pattern DblNoon (  ) ﻧﻦexists in them.
4-2-2These 49 verses are from 28 ( 2*14 ) suras.
Those 49 verses:
<=============>
[21:90],[23:27],[24:55],[26:4],[26:116],
[26:167],[27:27],[27:36],[27:41],[28:86],[28:87],
[29:32],[31:23],[34:26],[34:33],[35:42],[36:68]
,[37:28],[37:114],[38:8],[38:22],[38:39],[39:65]
,[40:41],[40:42],[40:43],[40:51],[41:5],[41:22]
,[41:23],[41:33],[41:50],[42:15],[43:26],[43:49]
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,[45:34],[46:17],[48:12],[48:15],[52:48],[54:14]
,[54:25],[56:61],[59:2],[59:10],[59:11],[60:4],
[61:5],[64:6]
<=============>

4-3If we consider all verses that have pattern Nun( )ﻧﻮنor dblNoon( )ﻧﻦin this
domain (between 21:87 and 68:1).
4-3-1There are 988 (19*52) letter Noon ( ) نin them.
4-3-2There are 76 (19*4) word God in them.
God be glorified ! over it is 19 !
4-4If we consider all verses in this domain (between 21:87 and 68:1).
4-4-1There are 7 verses that start with Noon and end with Noon too.
As verse 23:56

[ ﻧﺴﺎرع ﻟﻬﻢ ﻓﻲ اﻟﺨﻴﺮت ﺑﻞ ﻻ ﻳﺸﻌﺮون٢٣:۵۶]
Those 7 verses:
<=============>
[23:56],[26:193],[28:3],[41:31],[56:57],[56:60],[56:73]
<=============>

5.

ﺻﺎﺣﺐ اﻟﺤﻮت

We know that count of Noon in sura 68 is 133 (19*7),If we see verse 68:48 then
we will understand that why God say Sahebelhhoot instead of Zan_Noon.Because
of protecting count of letter Noon in Quran.

[68:48] ﻓﺎﺻﺒﺮ ﻟﺤﻜﻢ رﺑﻚ وﻻ ﺗﻜﻦ آﺼﺎﺣﺐ اﻟﺤﻮت اذ ﻧﺎدى وهﻮ ﻣﻜﻈﻮم
[68:48] You shall steadfastly persevere in carrying out the commands of your
Lord. Do not be like (Jonah) who called from inside the fish.
5-1Now let consider divide this sura in two part.one part start from first of sura to
68:48 and second part from 68:49 to end of sura 68.It is interesting that first
part has 119 (7*17) Noon and second part has 14 Noon.
(Noon is 14th initial letter and 14th letter in abjad system.)
5-2God in this verse has used Sahebelhhoot instead of Zan_Noon and we get result
that he has used another important letter Sad instead of Noon.It is interesting
that this verse has 2 Sad and 2 Noon.Now consider all verses that have 2 Sad
and 2 Noon in Quran.In such state we have 19 verses.
Isn't over it 19?!!!!
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God be glorified!
Those 19 verses:
<=============>
[2:238],[6:126],[11:67],[12:93],[16:127],
[18:64],[18:69],[24:37],[38:46],[41:13],[42:30]
,[47:23],[48:3],[56:8],[56:27],[67:4],[68:48],
[71:7],[80:25]
<=============>

Praise be to God, Lord of the universe.
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